Committee Members:
DeHaan, Kathleen - Communication
Hansen, David - Management and Marketing
Mignone, Bob - Mathematics
Radakovic, Nenad - Teacher Education
Rogers, Amy - Chem and Biochem
Spade, Thomas – Accounting and Legal Studies
Pace, Gracie- Student rep.

1) ENFL: Reconsideration of the English Film and Literature Minor:
Prior talk: there was a concern about the possibility to get the minor without taking any film courses. The chair mentioned that there is a precedent (Latin American and Caribbean Studies minor- the minor can be completed without taking any Caribbean studies courses). There was a discussion about whether the title is misleading. Suggestion: adding a note to Curriculog about our concern. The chair agreed to add the note.

Proposal was unanimously accepted.

2) Stand-alone school of Health Sciences: Not to vote but were asked by the Provost to discuss it.
Questions regarding the logic for separate school: more cost in terms of administration and faculty lines. Also concern about being more siloed (adding a separate school). The consensus is that the report doesn’t provide strong enough argument for having the separate school. There were also concerns about rigor of public health program based on the lack of math and science classes. There needs to be more discussion on the focus of the program because public health has many components.

3) Question from Gracie Page: student government voted on incorporating American Sign Language into the College curriculum. How could the program be developed?

Chair: Proposal to create courses would have to come out of School of Languages Cultures and World Affairs. It involves finding the budget, staff, faculty, etc. General education language requirement would have to be met- four courses up to 202 level.